Why nazism is garbage
Focusing on race is very far from ideal when it comes to
building a strong & functional society that will last long-term.
A nazi society (if nazis manage to gain power in the first
place) may seem strong at first but this is an illusion. WWII
was a complete disaster for nazi germany.
Of course when nazism fails nazis will blame outside forces
and whine about supposed unfairness even though they clearly
deserved the rain of bombs they got 0
Thus whoever is stiff and inflexible; Is a disciple of death.
Whoever is soft and yielding; is a disciple of life.
The hard and stiff will be broken. The soft and supple will prevail.
The origin of morality
Animals that act in a way not ideal for survival and reproduction may end up being replaced by animals
that make better decisions in terms of survival and reproduction. This does not however imply that you
are supposed to genocide people left and right, often we benefit from working together with other
people.
Humans are currently in control over the environment and thus the morality will to a very large extent
come down to decisions made by humans, by changing the environment we can change the direction of
human evolution.
Cultural survival of the fittest
Some cultures will naturally spread while other cultures will become increasingly less common. A
culture can grow by reaching new people or by being transferred to children being born to said culture.
Cultures that promote fertility will spread naturally by causing higher birthrates among individuals that
believe in said culture, furthermore people that are neurologically susceptible for said culture will end
up reproducing more and thus keep spreading the culture even if it's unpopular among most people.
How easy it is for a particular culture to spread will depend on society and neurological factors. Some
cultures will naturally appeal to people and gain popularity even though it's bad in terms of survival
and reproduction, this will however die out over time.
Societal survival of the fittest
Dysfunctional societies will fall and be taken over by more functional (fit) stronger societies.
Democratic societies tend to become weak and this cannot last forever, you can utilize weaknesses in
democratic systems to slowly grab power, after that there will not be any more real democracy.
One important factor in securing a future for the society is to the birthrate. The by far biggest factor
limiting the birthrate is females unwilling to have even close to the max number of children. There are
several brutal methods (baby quotas, females as property) to maximize the fertility rate among desired
females. It is also important however that the children females have are raised well. Quality > quantity.

We also need to have a strong economy so we can support the upcoming generation and allow us to
build a strong military. In order to build a strong society we need to be inclusive, not exclude people
based on ethnicity, sexual orientation or gender expression. By attracting important individuals to our
society we make it stronger.
Unless you are militarily stronger than all other countries on earth combined it's very important to build
strong alliances to ensure you will come out victorious in the case of a world war. By winning the
world war we will be able to drastically expand our borders and eventually rule over the entire planet.
Immigration and inclusivity
Societies that are inclusive and allow valuable individuals to enter will have an advantage over
societies that try to exclude people based on factors that don't matter.
It's very important that you as a country put effort into attracting high-quality people to your society so
it becomes stronger instead of some other country benefiting from them. By attracting important
individuals from other countries you make your own society stronger and other societies weaker.
A society accepting people of many different ethnicities will be at a great advantage over a society that
rejects people based on 'race'. Of course there isn't actually any clear way to divide humans into races
and even if you go for a hierarchy (based on how close genetically you are to the ideal) you still run
into the issue of having the wrong criteria for who is actually important for society.
It’s not just about being accepting with regard to ethnicity, it’s also about being accepting with regard to
culture, sexual orientation, gender expression and sex-characteristics.
Laws and culture
The ideal set of laws does not depend much on culture or ethnicity of your population. Sometimes it’s
necessary to implement a bad law to appease the population (mob) of your country but in these cases
the judiciary and executive branch will be able to limit the damage by not enforcing the law or only
enforcing it when there are other reasons for wanting to punish these individuals.
Laws that don't promote the continuation/expansion of the society will are not sustainable and thus
suicidal in terms of societal survival of the fittest.
There is hardly any need for having localized laws, things like environmental regulations do need to be
different at different places but this does not depend much on culture unless you are going to let some
culture destroy the environment for the sake of tradition.
The school system might also have to be localized to a degree, some people might also want to learn
their own language in addition to the language of the country they live in.
People have different preferences regarding how laws should be but this already create a lot of conflicts
within countries that have a mostly homogeneous culture. Two people with wildly different cultures
can also have similar views on how society should be structured. Righwingers today in Unites States
like Augusto Pinochet far more than most Chileans.
Hate for jewish people
For various reasons nazis really hate jews even though they are as a group very important for society
partly due to high average intelligence 1

Modern antisemitism largely stems from people disliking the political policies many jews in power
push for but in general these policies are actually good for society and there are also many non-jews
who also push for the same things.
https://steemit.com/history/@profitgenerator/antisemitism-disproven-100-with-factual-counterevidence
https://archive.is/css4B
The holocaust
Rather than focusing on winning the war the
nazis were obsessed with killing and torturing
jews for no good reason. Naturally they try to
deny that this happened but the evidence for
the holocaust is overwhelming and this of
course also include forensic evidence showing
that people (mostly jews) were indeed gassed
in the gas-chambers.
https://www.hdot.org/debunking-denial/
http://www.nizkor.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=InKifJC13s4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ALHXmvVIMRw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycsHUrCM9Q0
http://phdn.org/archives/holocaust-history.org/auschwitz/holes-report/holes.shtml
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/images/Holocaust/aerial082544.jpg
In total the nazis murdered 5 to 7 million Jews many of these had valuable genetics and would have
been very valuable for society if they hadn't been reduced to ashes.
The first population estimate was published 1949 and it turned out there where only 11373350 Jews left
2 3 holocaust deniers cannot explain why all the jews went (especially people who couldn't work).
http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.com/2012/10/index-of-published-evidence-on.html
Racial nonsense
The nazis had various racial theories they believed to be correct which of course were not based on any
evidence. For example the nazis believed that mixed people were inferior/defective not knowing that
most germans have neanderthal DNA.
In reality of course race-mixing can often result in superior offspring and if you have a working
eugenics policy (unlike the dysgenics nazis liked to engage in by killing jews and dissidents) the people
with genes that are good in terms of building a strong society will have more reproductive success.

Of course when you are racist as a nation you may not have an easy time building alliances with other
nations and you will likely find yourself against many other far stronger nations with no hope of
winning the war.
About racial conservatism
While it can feel good on an emotional level trying to conserve a species/race in its current form this is
not how nature works. In nature via evolution by natural selection species change over time and this is
why humans now exist and dominate the planet.
It's not a bad thing homo erectus went extinct and got fully replaced by homo sapiens, it's progress.
What racists want to do is to instead let human evolution progress in a way that is good for society
force racial conservation at the expense of society as a whole.
The nazi economic policies were not that great
What the nazis did was to print an inappropriate amount of money and then introduce price control to
combat inflation, that of course resulted in severe shortages.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NxwidjWJxAc
https://archive.org/details/
ToozeAdamTheWagesOfDestructionTheMakingAndBreakingOfTheNaziEconomy
Thanks to WWII however the nazis were able to gain control over other economics as well which they
could exploit to keep the system going, only problem was that eventually they got 3 superpowers
against them and they had no real chance of winning the war.
Why we need globalism
Issues like climate change 4 5 6 7 8 9 are global issues that require global solution. Trying to isolate
yourself from the rest of the world simply does not work.
We need to work together to secure a great future for humanity on earth and hopefully in the future
colonize other planets.
The sad state of current neonazi movements
Naturally after seeing the complete disaster nazism was for germany people are unwilling to vote for
that garbage again so neonazi losers instead cope with "we will take power via a violent revolution" as
if that would be realistic when having near zero public support and are up against a modern military.
The reality is of course that both violent and non-violent revolutions require you to get significant
public support.
In a vain attempt to get public support neonazi losers often avoid promoting things like genocide and
imperialism which just make them boring and hardly anyone cares about them anymore.
They mostly got behind trump thinking now finally they were on the right track but unsurprisingly
trump lost in 2020 in a hilariously humiliating way. They got behind an obvious con artist out of
desperation and of course that didn't really work out too well for them. Nazism as an ideology is dying,
it doesn't have any future.

Better alternatives
Darwinian vintologi is a radical religion that promotes imperialism, globalism, eugenics, space
colonization and genetics engineering. The vintologi system is general and flexible so it can be
modified to work in many different environment/countries.
https://vintologi.com/threads/simple-introduction-to-vintologi.10/
Transhumanism in general is a far better path than nazism, we can do far better than our current
biological limitations (regardless of what race/ethnicity you are).
https://humanityplus.org/transhumanism/philosophy-of-transhumanism/
https://humanityplus.org/transhumanism/transhumanist-manifesto/
A good example of a working system already implemented is the Chinese system of governance where
an elite (Politburo Standing Committee) is in charge. China does also try to build good relationships
with other countries since it's now too weak to face of alone against the rest of the world.
https://www.youtube.com/user/numuves
The Communist Party China does still call itself communist but their actual policy is now to have
mixed economy that relies heavily on capitalism for its success.
Combating nazism
The way to combat nazism is to simply persecute them for the crimes they are already committing and
send them to re-education camps.
Since nazism is very destructive as an ideology it's in the interest of society to prevent nazis from
gaining any form of political power. They should not have the right to participate in elections.
Tens of millions of lives would have been saved if the Weimar Republic had been less democratic.
They should not have the right to lie about history. If they make a false claim they should be taken to
court and if they cannot defend that they should be convicted.
They should not have the right to spread hate against people, their hate-speech shall be prosecuted and
they shall be punished for it.
Females have the responsibility to reject nazis since having a nazi father would be bad for the child,
having the father removed from the child would also cause problems. In the case a nazi still manages to
reproduce we should not allow him/her to indoctrinate their children with nazi garbage.
Nazi organizations are often highly incompetent when it comes to IT security which have allowed
antifa and others to doxx a lot of people thanks to various leaks. This is important since it makes it
easier to identify these people and prevent them from gaining power or having a good career.
We also need to put effort into building a functional society so people will be less likely to turn to
destructive extremist ideologies like nazism. It's important that people feel like the government and
system is actually there for them rather than being something they constantly have to work around.

